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NOTE: SPOILERS. Does what it says: spoils the game. Do not read on if you want to be surprised by this module.

Ravenloft, Beyond the Gate (RBtG) is the sequel to Return to Ravenloft. RBtG completes the story. There is no other Ravenloft module planned after this.
Introduction: The game starts in the bottom of The Dark Well. Touch the Hand altar. If your character is below 7th level you will be given enough XP to get to that level and given a few options including access to a shop and access to henchmen. Starting items given are: a Returnal Mirror, Gem of Seeing, Rod of Raising and DMFI emote wand. The mirror is vital to the PC’s transportation around Ravenloft - see following note. The Gem of Seeing will spot illusions. The Rod of Raising will raise henchmen (and other players in a multi-player game) three times a day. The Emote Wand is the original DMFI version. Opening the shop (the first option) will grant a cash sum, spend it wisely – it seems a lot at first but soon runs out. Some of the items grant skill and feat bonuses so it may be worthwhile buying your items before levelling up. The hand altar can also tell you about the daily auto-save, it is recommended that you leave the auto-save on.
Access to Henchmen: The five henchmen available in Return to Ravenloft can be brought into the game via the hand altar but you may only select three of them. This is the only time these particular henchmen can be accessed although there are three others in RBtG. The henchmen accessible from the altar include a rogue, cleric, sorcerer, bard and a barbarian.
The Returnal Mirror: Using the Returnal Mirror will bring up a conversation. Check out all the options. Most usefully, the mirror allows transportation around Ravenloft. As you explore the world various 'Take me to...' options will appear so that you can go back to those areas. Additionally, you can always go back to: where you last used the mirror, where you last rested and where the mirror's recall location is. The latter is set with the option, 'Remember this location.' If you die, instead of dying another feature of the mirror allows to choose an XP or gold penalty or an alignment shift toward evil. Also the mirror can bring henchmen to you that have become separated. Finally, in a multi-player game the mirror can take you to other players of your party.
Limitations on teleporting around Ravenloft: The mirror cannot teleport across Ravenloft borders or through time. There are four distinct regions/ Realms. These regions are Leigh, Barovia, Forlorn and the borderland between Barovia and Forlorn. The borderland includes the Dark Well, Forest Road, Infal's Tower, Haggard Marsh and the Bone Marches. In Forlorn there are two time zones: current and ancient.
A note about Names: In the following notes area names, map note names, quest names and the names of non-player characters are shown in bold.
Many of the areas in this module are completely original. These include Stone Leigh and the borderland. Forlorn and Immol share the names of places in TSR’s Ravenloft universe but have been created for this module with no reference to TSR material. Barovia village and Castle Ravenloft are faithful reproductions of those same places in TSR’s Ravenloft scenario c.1983. The forests and mountains around Barovia simulate those from the scenario. The Tsar Falls is so named because of a typo (it’s Tser in TSR’s scenario) that I used so much before realising the error that it stuck. Somehow, I think I prefer Tsar anyway.
Only one way to walk-through?
This walk-through offers just one path. I neither expect nor recommend that you follow every step dutifully. Chapter one is fairly linear but after that options become more abundant. Side quests can be done in any order. It is intended that you explore Barovia before Forlorn but you don’t have to. Some alternative options are given in the text with their consequences. By all means, ignore some of the advice if you are trying to play to a specific alignment. The module is very flexible and some events have randomness to them. Your playing experience is bound to differ in some ways to that given below.

Chapter One. Borderlands.
The Dark Well: After using the hand altar go north, pick up the rat bones and talk to Mad Rackle. Notice that eliciting information from this NPC gets you an XP reward – similar rewards are found throughout the module. After getting the message left in his mind by Silktong ask if there's anything you can do for him and give him the rat bones. Continue up the stairs to...
The Dark Well, Chasms: There is an auto save trigger as you enter the area. Ghost encounters are near the bridges. If you linger near to the bridges more and more ghosts will spawn. After passing the first bridge go west, around the side route, to collect the treasure from the old Camp. Backtrack and cross the remaining bridges. Near the exit is the scene of an old fight. Collect the treasure from the skeletons and pick up the fallen items. Go up the winding stairway to...
The Dark Well, Firepits: The mephits are harmless but fun to talk to. Go west and wait near the north wall, there is a secret door there. Inside are an elemental encounter and some treasure. The 'Heart of Fire' is harmless unless you walk through it. If you drop any item close to the 'heart' it consumes it. Backtrack and go south. Have a quick look at the enchanting anvil (more of which later) and make your way to the demon Dal Gora'Ki. He is in the small room. If you try to exit the area without talking to him, he will intercept you. He has a long dialogue. Ask about his history and the witches. Click each witch’s name and ask about the black opal. After talking to him your journal will have many entries. Continue south through the door to...
The Forest Road, South: Note the warding stone outside; you can't do anything with it. Cross the bridge and head north to Infal's Tower. Enter inside...
Infal's Tower, Dealer Room: Here you will find various merchants. You'll come back here often. Note the Transformation Tube near the Craft Merchant. Put a weapon or armour into it and it can transform it into a different type. For example, turn leather into plate armour or a dagger into a scythe. Magic properties are retained (importantly!) but not the item's name or its description/history. Cost for this is 10,000 gold per transformation. Note the magic circle in the centre of the room, step on it and it will temporarily add 6 points to any crafting skill (in armour or weapon) that you already have. This is useful in combination with the enchanting anvil (of which more later.) Drop an item onto the circle and it will tell you if it is hand crafted (by a player), this can be important in multi-player games to establish that an item you are buying from another player is in fact crafted. See the notes regarding the enchanting anvil to appreciate the benefit of a crafted item. In the mean time talk to the Craft Merchant Be’fer and ask him about the enchanting anvil that you saw in the Fire Pits, ask him about Vechether and ask him if another anvil could be made, this picks up a side quest. Also, buy some Holy Water from him. Talk to each of the dealers to gain a little knowledge of the tower and earn a few XP. Note that you must not engage in combat anywhere inside Infal’s Tower. A fight results in Infal’s Guardian Golems turning up and killing you (they keep spawning) unless you flee the area. Cross the room and up the stairs to...
Infal's Tower, Elemental Halls: Enter the Air Elemental's chamber and cast 'Remove Disease' or use a healing kit on Heather, the diseased elemental. Talk to her, for saving her she will pop up later to help you through some difficult encounters. Enter the Fire Elemental’s chamber and talk to Fumarole. After a little back and forth travelling between him and Aspergillum (of the Water Elementals) a minor, humorous quest, Fumarole’s Injury will be solved. Continue upstairs to…
Infal’s Tower, Creature Park: Talk with Vessanoid the Pseudo Dragon to get an insight into Silktong’s movements and earn a few XP. You may be able to speak to the other animals if you have any animal skills (typically if you are a Druid or Ranger). You may also be able to use Animal Empathy on them. Move upstairs to… 
Infal’s Tower, Summit: If you have any damage or negative effects upon you (e.g. disease from fighting in the ‘Chasms) stand near the healing flame for a few seconds to get totally cured. This also affects your party. Move into the room and talk to Infal. Another lengthy dialogue follows. Learn about the Competition to become Lord of Stone Leigh. Ask about yourself, Infal’s tower and what your next step should be, all of which will cause updates to your journal. Exit the tower either by using your mirror to take you directly to the Forest Road or use the portal (in the ‘Summit) to take you to the Dealer Room and exit from there.
From the Forest Road, South follow the road north and use the transition to take you to…
Forest Road, North. Follow the road a little way then approach the camp just to the east. Pick up the abandoned equipment. In the meantime a hooded girl, Sharissa Fynolt, will approach you asking for help. Talk to her to pick up a quest, Wolves of the North Road. Continue carefully north and east toward the Wolf Caves. There are two Dire Wolf encounters, don’t run around too much or you will trigger them both at once. If necessary (and if you have Nurse in your party), ask the cleric to heal your party via the option, ‘I want you to cast a specific spell.’ Rest then enter the caves…
Wolf Caves. After a little way in, Heather, the Air Elemental that you helped will join your party as a summoned creature. Note that at the end of a day or the next time you rest she will disappear. Deal with the Dire Wolves to the east, pick up the loot from the bones and corpses then deal with the group to the north. Just around the corner is Maloc, the Dire Wolf pack leader. Talk to him to gain an insight into Sharissa’s motives, then kill him and collect the loot beyond him. Exit the caves to the…
Forest Road, North: Note the friendly North Wolves patrolling about and around Sharissa. Talk to her to resolve her quest. You can only remain on good terms with Sharissa if you look for the dialogue option, ‘Perhaps. And perhaps I should not reveal what I think to a werewolf.’ If you fight her you will discover that she is not a werewolf (despite what she says) but can take the form of a wolf. Continue north along the road and take the transition to…
The Haggard Marsh: Progress anti-clockwise around the marsh. The Swamp Beetles do not represent much of a problem unless you stay in the poison clouds (their first attack). Attack them by range and make them come to you. Heather rejoins you just before a spider attack. If you get diseased or poisoned pop back to the Healing Flame in Infal’s Tower, Summit via the mirror then ‘mirror’ back again. In the centre of the swamp is a hut, enter it…
Salina’s Hut: At the back of the hut is a stone circle. Stand near it and after a few seconds you should spot the trap door there. Note the big red arrow, there have been two others so far in the module but this is the last. In my previous module ‘Return to Ravenloft’ these arrows were used as clues as to where to go next. In this module this is the last of this type of nannying that you will get. Go through the trap door to…
The Bone March Gate: Talk to Salina who is in the room directly north. Ask about the coven of witches, Silktong, the opal, the Gate and the Gate switch. You need to get a key from Dal Gora’Ki, the demon, to open the Gate. Or you can wait till midnight, game time, for it to open anyway. Kill Salina if you want to. Dal Gora’Ki wants her remains and among them you will find your first Vechether that Be’fer told you about. Check its description it is nasty stuff, but keep it because it is really useful later when crafting magical equipment with the Enchanting Anvil. Kill everything else in the area. Check the coffins for treasure and undead. In the southeast corner is a partially made golem, you can destroy it or finish it if you have spell casting ability. In the southwest corner is a set of circles, one of them – the skeleton circle can be used…
To be evil, click on the circle and answer “I want to make skeletons.” Say what type of skeleton you would like and it will tell you the gold cost of each. Say how many you want and they will be summoned. After a few seconds the skeletons ‘mirror’ away. Any time later you can use your mirror to recall the skeletons. In this way you can have a battalion of undead at your call. You can only summon one ‘group’ at a time and any surviving ones ‘mirror’ away again after a few minutes. The surviving skeletons can be recalled again. It is expensive and you will get evil alignment penalties. Also be warned that the skeletons have their own faction, do not strictly belong to your party and will attack commoners. The circle also acts as an item to gold converter; by ‘sacrificing’ items to it you gain the gold value – more than you would at any merchant. To do this, simply stand on the circle and drop unwanted items on the ground (open inventory, right click on item and select drop). There is a small chance (5% + 1% per 1000 gold converted) of an alignment penalty while gold converting with this ‘evil’ device. Warning: Don’t give your henchmen any items while standing on the circle – it will be counted as a sacrifice and lost, you will get the gold for it but you may not be able to replace the item.
From the Bone March Gate, ‘mirror’ to the Firepits and talk to Dal Gora’Ki. If you have any witch’s remains on you, he will insist upon talking about those first, you may choose to, or not to, give him them. Ask about the gate key and tell him truthfully what it is for. With a copy of the key ‘mirror’ back to the Bone March Gate. Don’t lose the key; you’ll need it to operate the Gate switch several times during the module. Use the Gate switch then use the Gate transition to take you to…
The Gate in Stone Leigh: Talk to Vastan Fears and realise that he is, more or less, beyond help or redemption. Continue along the road, up the hill and through the transition to…
The Leigh: Move south, deal with the undead there, and then cross over the Leigh to…
Stone Leigh Village. Enter through the main gates and talk to Fogarty Amraphen to learn of the undead attack that has happened there and how the town fares. Move south into the town (or what’s left of it). Turn west and enter the temple…
Stone Leigh Temple. Talk to Carah Mendt about repairing the healing flame to start the quest Leigh Temple’s Healing Flame. Use the mirror to ‘Remember this location.’ Exit back to…
Stone Leigh Village:  Head north. You might be able to talk to the town dog. Enter the Government Centre…
Leigh Government Centre: Talk to the Governor Latonei and realise that he is almost as far gone as Vastan. Notice the textual prompt when you click on one of the thrones. Exit back to…
Stone Leigh Village:  Turn east and (in the daytime) a group of town folk are learning to fight. Continue past and enter Orcus’ Shop…
Orcus’ Shop: Talk to Orcus, check out his shop and realise that it’s stuffed with gear looted from town. Kill the knave if you like or continue trading with him. He’ll worship you if you tell him that you’re going to become a Lord. Enter his back room through the locked door. Be careful of the trap and the undead therein. This trap, like most in this module, respawns after a few minutes so you may have to deal with it on the way out too. Take Orcus’ loot from the bags. The crate in the corner has a trap on it. Exit the shop to…
Stone Leigh Village:  Head north along that side of town and enter the Inn… 
The Stone of Pettar Inn: Talk to Lilla Hall. If you have the Bard henchman with you they have an interesting exchange. (He’s in love, ah…) Talk to the patrons for some background information and a few XP. Exit the Inn back to…
Stone Leigh Village:  Head west back to Fogarty to discuss the situation. You need to get back to Infal but Ravenloft border restrictions stop you from going directly. ‘Mirror’ to The Gate, pass through the Gate and then ‘mirror’ to Infal’s Tower and from...
Infal’s Tower, Summit: Talk to Infal about the healing flame in Leigh to get a replacement pedestal for it. Now go back to the temple. Again you have to go circuitously via the Bone March Gate. While in the Bone March area it might be a good opportunity to do a little gold converting with the Skeleton Circle. Now go through the Gate and take the mirror’s recall location (that we set in the temple) to…
Stone Leigh Temple:  Click on the broken pedestal to repair it and watch Walek healed. Talk to him to realise that he too has lost his grip on reality. Return to Infal…
Infal’s Tower, Summit: Talk to Infal and ask him how to proceed next. He will give you a border key. With this key you can open the border gates into Barovia and Forlorn - so don’t lose it. Now might be a good opportunity to check out the inventories of the storekeepers in the Dealer Room and spend some of that gold you’ve collected. ‘Mirror’ to the Forest Road…
From the Forest Road, South follow the road east, over the bridge. There is a Dire Wolf encounter. Continue along the road and open the gates to Barovia. Enter into…

Chapter Two. Entering Barovia.

Immol Valley, Southern Barovia: Follow the road down to the Hamlet of Immol and walk around the well to reveal all the houses in its centre. Try the Inn door first, if it is daytime the door will unlock and you may enter. If it is night there will be an option to wait till daybreak and as you rest there may be random encounters with wolves. No regular villager will unlock his or her door at night. Enter the inn…
Wherry’s End Inn, Immol: Talk to Burgomaster Klenstat. Ask about the gypsies, the boat, any other way to Castle Ravenloft and the silver mine, this last picks up the Silver trade quest. Exit the inn back to…
Immol Valley, Southern Barovia: If it has turned night, knock on the Inn door and use the wait till dawn option. Cross the street to the Halavite Farmhouse and enter…
Immol Farmhouse: Directly to the west of the door is a book resting on a table, click on it to pick up Ellefrin’s diary and peruse it. Keep the diary. Talk to Vanda Halavite about the diary. The quest Ellefrin has begun. Exit to…
Immol Valley, Southern Barovia: Go next door to the Velikovna home, it’s not locked. Enter there…
Immol, Velikovna Home. Talk to Harmin about the boat and his late wife. Exit and cross the street back to the inn. Ask Burgomaster Klenstat and any other villager about Harmin. Go back to Harmin with your suspicions. He does a runner so follow him…
From Immol Valley, Southern Barovia, Harmin runs the length of the map and (if you are following) near the exit to Balinok Mountains Balinok Wolves will attack you. These have a nasty breath weapon so watch out. Meanwhile, Harmin probably escaped to the mountains (don’t worry; you’ll catch up with him). Backtrack a way. Have a look in the Boat House and read the burned note from the fireplace for a little background information. Use the mirror to ‘remember this location’ in the Boat House so you can ‘mirror’ back here to rest when you need to. Enter the Gypsy Camp and talk to Madam Eva concerning who you are and about doing a card reading. Say, ‘What do I have to do?’ Pick one of the symbols on the ground (you can walk over them to find their names) and stand on it. Tell Eva that you have made your choice and continue with the card reading. Stick with your choice of symbol and at the end of the reading she will give you another card, a clue about one of your adversaries. Choose a clue about the Beast, Phoenix or Enchantress; you should know who the other two are. End the conversation and talk to her again, ask if there is someone else that can reveal more and ask about the Ring of Fog. She tells you of her sister who is near Castle Ravenloft. Now - back on to Harmin’s trail. Exit to the…
Balinok Mountains: Follow the route up the mountains, past encounters with the Balinok Wolves, to the entrance of the Old Silver Mine. The entrance was boarded up, but a part of the boarding is broken allowing you access to…
Immol Silver Mine: Move along the corridor and confront one more group of wolves that have crept inside. Move around the area carefully, some of the Ghostly Miners are really tough. Collect all the silver ore that you find in barrows, sacks and boulders, you should get thirty-six. Move to the silver smelter and activate it by clicking on the fire under it (or cast a spell like burning hands in its direction) to get it hot. Put all the ore into the silver smelter to turn it into silver. There is more silver ore below so don’t go back to the Burgomaster just yet. Check out the coffins near to the Exit Down then use the transition to…
Immol Silver Mine, Lower Level: Follow the corridor then turn west, deal with the Ghostly Miners then collect the silver ore and treasure from the sack and boulder. Move east and collect the silver ore from the barrow in the Southern Chamber. Walk north into the large chamber, check out the coffins in the rooms to each side, dealing with any Vampires that appear then find the secret door in the most northeastern room. Go through into the corridor, follow that corridor around and deal with the Vampire Curst group behind the barrier. Talk to Verronica, don’t be alarmed by any defensive magic she casts, ask about Harmin’s wife and suggest she leave for you to settle your dispute with Taresken (most often she will leave you to it). Talk to Taresken (one of your competitors), kill her, collect her remains, the cell key and share her equipment around the party (if there is one). Find the secret door south of where Taresken was and go through, destroy the Vampires Verronica and Stephan. Collect Stephan’s dust and his equipment. Only Verronica returns to her coffin, click on it and you will see that you need a stake or holy water to kill her. Use the Holy Water you bought from Be’fer and collect her dust and equipment from deeper in the coffin. Keep both pieces of vampire dust for later. If you used the Holy Water you can come back later with more Holy Water or there is a stake available in the Burgomaster’s store (or you can even make a stake). Release Lillocent from her cell. She is a potential henchman (Cleric/Rogue). You can take her now or she will go back to the boat quay in Immol. Release her father and his shipmates, they too return to the quay in Immol. Move into the room north from the cells to confront Harmin. If Lillocent is with you they have an interesting exchange. Kill the scoundrel and loot his corpse, the chest and loot bag. Go back to the silver smelter to convert the last few pieces of ore that you found then return to Immol Valley and enter the Inn to see the Burgomaster.
From Wherry’s End Inn, Immol, talk to Burgomaster Klenstat and trade the silver that you’ve refined for equipment in his shop’s inventory. There is a gold-swap involved while the Burgomaster’s inventory is open. You get your own gold back when you’ve finished buying. Your party’s inventory is probably filing with unwanted loot so it might be a good time to do some gold converting back in the Bone Marches. At this point it might be worthwhile using the demon’s Enchanting Anvil (in the Fire Pits) to upgrade some of your equipment. To do that you’ll need the Formulae Books and Promissory Notes available from either the demon Dal Gora’Ki or from Be’fer. Buy all six books then take a long peruse to see what’s worth doing. See the section on using the Enchanting Anvil. Alternatively (if you don’t fancy using the demon’s anvil) you can wait until you have your own but that is a while away yet. I would suggest reviewing your party’s equipment and adding bonus AC to your armour and extra damage (E.g. extra acid damage) to your favoured weapon. When you’ve finished…
Return by ‘mirror’ to Immol, go into the Boat House and use your mirror again to remember this location. ‘Mirror’ to Balinok Mountains, Southern Barovia and travel north. Kill the wolves at the top of the map and enter the Tinker’s Tunnels. You can bypass the tunnels by taking the boat from Immol but I like to do things the hard way (plus there’s more loot), so…
Tinker’s Tunnels, South: Clear the area of Gnolls then find the Deep Hole on the east side. Go down the Deep Hole by clicking on it…
Tinker’s Tunnels, Deep: Clear the area of Frost Giants. When you find a fishing rod click on it and keep fishing until you get a catch. When you find the room with cushions and crates, click on the Damaged Painting until you spot the secret door handle then take that option in the dialogue. Clear the traps then loot the Treasure Room. Go to the Long Lake and click on the Bollard to take the raft across the lake to…
Tinker’s Tunnels, North: Clear the area of Gnolls. At the Exit to North Barovia offer the fish to the Stupid Elder Frost Giant to make him friendly. Alternatively you can attack him; his hammers are rather valuable. Exit to…
Barovian Svalich Woods, South: Turn east and work your way around the edge of the map. There are two groups of Balinok Wolves. Do not cross the Ring of Choking Fog yet, but work your way around it to the west where there is a Traveller’s Camp. Loot the bag there and read the sad diary pages. After you cross the Ring of Choking Fog you will be stuck in North Barovia for a while so if you have any pressing requirements deal with it now. Your safe rest place in the Immol’s Boat House will also be useless so make one last use of it now. Cross the ring quickly and take the Exit to Svalich Woods, West…
Barovian Svalich Woods, West: Follow the road; an urchin boy called Nore may start following you. There is a group of Shadow Wolves on the west side of the map that he is trying to lead you to. He will transform into a wolf himself. Deal with them with deadly force. Continue along the road north and take the Exit to Tsar Falls…
Barovia, Tsar Falls: Head north along the road to the Gypsy Gathering. Enjoy the gypsy drums for a moment then enter Madam Ava’s Tree Hut…
Barovia, Madam Ava’s Hut: Talk to Ava and ask her about the poison. You have to collect a sprig from a rose that grows only around Castle Ravenloft. Use the mirror to remember this location (your new safe resting place). The quest Collect a Curst Rose will have begun. Go back to the Barovian Svalich Woods, West and take the road west (where the Shadow Wolves were). Take the Exit to Balinok Peaks…
Balinok Peaks: The hills are crawling with Shadow Wolves so work around the map slowly. Enter the Shadow Wolf Den and clear that out too. In the den is a Shadow Mirror, click on it to check its response and collect the loot from the bones littered around it. Exit back to the Balinok Peaks, take the icy bridge north and exit into the Castle Ravenloft Gatehouse…
Castle Ravenloft Gatehouse: There are Gatehouse Guard skeletons lying around and one of them has a key that you need. But guess what? They get up! So may as well wait for them and take them out. Check their remains and get the key. Take the exit to Castle Ravenloft Courtyard…
Castle Ravenloft, Courtyard: Turn west and walk around the castle. You can’t get into the castle at this stage. In the Castle Garden collect a sprig from one of the Curst Rose plants. If you are a Ranger or Druid you can do this more efficiently. A vampire Executor will approach you. He only wants to investigate, no need to bring more wrath by attacking him. After the ‘chat,’ continue walking around the castle walls, past the Overlook and through Hanging Gate, back to the entrance. ‘Mirror’ back to Madam Ava’s Hut.
From Barovia, Madam Ava’s Hut. Talk to Ava and give to her the sprig, in exchange she gives you a phylactery – never lose it or you’re dead. She has quests that she wants performed and in exchange she will do a bit of crystal gazing to help you in your main mission. Pick up all the quests. Regarding the Black Opal tell her what you saw in the Shadow Wolf den. She will make the potion you need (a polymorph) to get through the Shadow Mirror if you ask. She’ll give you four potions; keep them all because you’ll need to go through the mirror more than once. As of this writing there is no journal for the black opal; Dal Gora’Ki, Ava and Count Strahd want it. Regarding the Kidnapped Gypsy Girl quest; get her to give you a Gypsy Twig by saying there are lots of caves and tunnels to search. The other quests are; Murdered Gypsy, Tyrone, Telemark and Haggard Beetle. To get the most information out of her, resolve one quest at a time when you think you need help. Exit the hut, walk back to the Svalich Woods, West and follow the map around to the east. Find the Exit to Barovia Village (almost directly opposite to the Exit to Balinoks Peaks) and go through the transition.
Note: The village of Barovia is a faithful reproduction of the same area in TSR’s c.1983 masterpiece adventure “Ravenloft”. As close as the toolset will allow, the design, structure and layout have been preserved. Additional material has been taken from the Ravenloft box set, Realm of Terror c.1990.
Barovia Village: Go straight ahead (east) and you’ll immediately see Rogar Myan’s Abandoned House on your left. Pick the lock and enter there to…
Barovia, Abandoned Village House. Move to the back of the room to spot the secret door there. Go through and remove the trap on the chest. Take the loot from the chest and get the Keeper’s Letter from the bedside table. Exit back to Barovia Village then ‘mirror’ to Ava’s Hut…
From Barovia, Madam Ava’s Hut talk to Ava about the murdered gypsy and the letter. She’ll direct you to the local inn. ‘Mirror’ back to Barovia Village. Continue east till you find the Blood o’ the Vine Inn. Enter there…
Barovia, The Blood o’ the Vine Inn: Talk to the barkeep, if you drink Potheen (gypsy whisky) and survive a constitution check it acts as good as a rest, you get your spells and hit points back. Say you’re looking for the Keepers of the Black Feather and trying to resolve the issue with Rogar Myan. Go through the trap door that he opens, behind the bar. If the door disappears before you get a chance to use it just ask him again. It leads down to…
Barovia, The Vine’s Cellar: Talk to Rogar and learn that he is a hunted man, how killing the gypsy was an accident and how it has ruined the plans of the Keepers of the Black Feather. Ask him about the Holy Symbol of Ravenkind and he will most probably give it to you. Ask him how safe it is here and tell him that you’ll wait a while. Walk to the back of the room and rest, there is a high probability of triggering a vampire attack while you’re resting – they’re after Rogar. Join in the melee, collect the Holy Symbol of Ravenkind from Rogar’s body (he’s doomed) and any other loot he has. Collect any loot from the back room. That concludes the Murdered Gypsy quest (other than resolving it with Ava) but while we’re in the region of Barovia Village there are a couple of other things to do. Go back upstairs to the Inn…
From Barovia, The Blood o’ the Vine Inn sit down next to Ismark to start a conversation. Listen to his tale concerning a girl he’s sheltering and say you’ll come to help. Wait for him to leave. Exit the Inn, head south and knock on the Burgomaster’s House door. After a word the door opens and you can go in to…
Barovia, Burgomaster’s House: Talk to Ismark then talk to Ellefrin. She is the girl of the diary that you got in Immol. Sit near Ismark to start a conversation. Ellefrin should join in after a while. During the conversation mention the diary. Ellefrin is a potential henchman (Fighter/Undead) and some of the following notes assume that you take her into your party. Exit back to the village and move north to Bildrath’s Mercantile to check out the shop’s inventory. Exit again and move northeast till you find Mary’s House, enter inside…
Barovia, Mad Mary’s House: Talk to Mary, learn of her irrational sadness and say that you’ll talk to the priest. This is the Haunted House quest. Exit back to the village, head northwest until you find The Church and enter inside…
Barovia, Church: Talk to Donavich the priest. Ask about Mary and he will give you a scroll of exorcism. A cleric or paladin may use the scroll multiple times; otherwise it is a one-shot item. If you are a paladin or cleric read the item’s description, you can have some fun with the scroll ‘exorcising’ ghosts out of most areas; this creates a little extra combat. Return to Mary’s House…
Once back inside Barovia, Mad Mary’s House walk to the centre of the room and use the scroll. The ghost of Mad Mary will appear. Talk to the ghost, you may be able to get her to depart peacefully else you will have to fight her. That concludes the Haunted House quest, but talking to Mary and Donavich again will elicit a bit more XP. ‘Mirror’ back to Ava’s Hut and talk to her to resolve the Murdered Gypsy quest, ask her to use her powers of Seeing to help you find the Competitors. She will tell you something of the Beast. ‘Mirror’ to Barovia Village, head south and use the Exit to Svalich Woods South…
From Barovian Svalich Woods, South Continue south, through the now harmless Ring of Fog and use the Exit to Tinker’s Tunnels. You are now on the Kidnapped Gypsy Girl quest so ready the gypsy twig in a quick slot. If there are any Barovian gypsies in the area, using the twig will make you spin around and face the nearest one. If there are multiple gypsies in the area the twig will first look for the nearest female gypsy, as it is a matriarchal society. Using it now will reveal no gypsies. Make your way to the Long Lake and use the bollard to take the raft across the lake to the Tinker’s Tunnels, Deep. Use the gypsy twig again and home in as close as you can to where the gypsy is, you should find your way back to the Treasure Room. Avoiding the traps, go to the back of the room and find the secret door. Save and enter the secret door. Attack the Giant King and Queen and stop them from killing Sheva the gypsy girl. You may find the girl joins in the fight with spells. Get the cell key and loot from the corpses and the cushions. Open the cell door and talk to Sheva. Learn that she is Ava’s daughter and future gypsy queen. There are interesting options regarding the resolution of this quest. If you want to try to get a better deal don’t send Sheva back yet but return to Ava yourself. However, if you are too greedy Ava will refuse help you any more. After sending Sheva back to her people at Tsar Falls ‘mirror’ to Ava’s Hut to resolve this quest. This time ask Ava to use her powers of Seeing to help you find Silktong. You learn that the Beast is Grissella of Strahd’s coven and that Silktong is spying upon her.
On to the Black Opal. Go to the Balinok Peaks, the easiest way may be to ‘mirror’ to the Courtyard of Ravenloft Castle and then nip back through the Gatehouse. Make your way to the Shadow Wolf Den and thence to the Shadow Mirror. Kill the Shadow Wolves that have appeared. To access the mirror you must be polymorphed into an elemental or undead form (something without a mortal life) and you cannot take any henchmen with you that are not similarly polymorphed. Ellefrin already has some undead levels so she can go. Drag the Potion of Dark Wolf Form over each of the henchmen you want to take, use one on yourself and click on the Shadow Mirror. On the other side is…
The Realm of Shadow: Wait for the potions to wear off. Make your way anti-clockwise around the map. Don’t walk up toward the Wolf Lord until you have eliminated all the others. Now approach the Wolf Lord, another group of Shadow Wolves will spawn behind you and the Lord will attack. Kill them and click on the cage, on the altar, to collect the Black Opal. Check out its spell functions: loads. Use the exit back to the Shadow Wolf Den, mirror to Immol Valley, head west and take the exit back to the Forest Road, South.
You can trade the Black Opal to Dal Gora’Ki for a golem guardian. This golem can be set as the summoned creature of yourself or any of your party members – in this way it does not interfere with other summoning potential that you may have. However, if you eventually have to fight the demon, the golem will turn on you (if you have him summoned). There is another plan for the opal later on (with Strahd) and if you have to kill the demon to get the opal back one of those later options (to get Dal Gora’Ki as an ally) won’t be available. Your choice…
Now you must go to Forlorn. On the way do some gold converting in the Bone Marches and maybe go shopping or use the enchanting anvil. Remember that if you’ve picked up a weapon or armour that has really good powers, but is of the wrong type, you can use Be’fer’s Transformation Tube to turn it into a type that matches your skills and feats (you can afford it now). 
Before continuing it’s worth picking up Infal’s quests because there is a handy little item that you get with one of them that has a very useful side effect. Ask him if he has any missions for you. Don’t pick up the ‘On the trail of Silver Knights’ – or if you do see below because once you pick it up you must start it immediately. Here we’ll start with his quest ‘Souls of the Svalich Woods’. He describes a monster that lurks in the Unmarked Grave in the Svalich Woods, West. To complete this quest he gives to you an Allip Sensory. Re-enter Barovia and ‘mirror’ to Barovia Village. Exit to the west to reach the Svalich Woods, West. Not far in front of you is the Unmarked Grave. Use the Allip Sensory and target a location within a few meters of the grave. After a short while the Allip attracts the attention of the Svalich Wight. Kill the Wight. You could do The Fenhound quest now (see below). Return to Infal to complete the ‘Souls’ quest. If you tell him that the quest was, ‘your duty’ you get an xp reward. If you ask for a reward he gives to you a magic ring and takes the Sensory from you – if you’re carrying it. The Sensory can be extremely useful. It produces a 1hp “illusory” Allip three times a day and adds the creature to your party. It expires after one minute. The useful side effect of this is that if you create an Allip on the other side of a trap (that you can’t disarm) it will obediently move towards its master, crossing the trap and effectively removing it by triggering it. Depending upon the trap removing skills in your party this may come in very handy for Chapters Three and Four below as there are some powerful traps in there.
While doing Infal’s quests let’s look at ‘The Fenhound’. Infal tells you of this monster that is hunting Ismark. Go to Ismark in the Inn in Barovia Village. Offer help and he joins your party. Move to the Svalich Woods, South. The encounter will occur if you follow the road east beyond the ring of fog. Cloud spells go off around your party that may daze but not directly harm. After a few seconds the hound attacks. The visual effect upon it will change from green/yellow to yellow/orange when its protections wear off and it becomes vulnerable. Kill it. If Ismark survived, talk to him. There are three options including attacking him if you want to be evil. Return to Infal to tell him the outcome and get more xp.
When you’ve finished ‘mirror’ to the Forest Road. Move northwest until you find the gates to Southern Forlorn and enter…

Chapter Three. Memories of Forlorn

Anyone familiar with TSR’s box set Castles Forlorn c.1993 can forget all about that. I was so unimpressed by that adventure that I completely wiped it from my memory. I even forgot that I’d bought it until I recently discovered it at the bottom of my wardrobe. This Forlorn is new and original.
Starting from Forlorn, Lake of Tears head west and follow the edge of the cliff around until you find a cave. Enter there…
Forlorn, Smuggler’s Cave: Move east into the side cave noted as Smuggler’s stash and loot any crates there. Move into the southern cave and talk to the ghost, Allard Wraith. Learn that Allard and his lover once lived and served in Castle Ravenloft and for their love Count Strahd has sent his Executors to hunt and kill them. Strahd will not abide love since it is denied to him. Collect two Resurrection scrolls from one of the nearby bookcases, use one on Allard and one on the bones lying on the floor. Talk to the girl that has been resurrected from the bones. Learn that she is Metanine of Strahd’s coven, that she isn’t in the Competition to become Lord of Stone Leigh and that Grissella has travelled deeper into Forlorn, across the lake. At the end of the conversation Metanine and Allard ‘mirror’ away. You can find them later at the summit of Infal’s Tower. Exit the cave to…
Forlorn, Lake of Tears, move north-northeast and cross over the bridge to the Isle of Skulls. Note the body of the girl that suddenly gets up and thanks you for doing nothing. Guess what? She turns into a monster, the Hag of the Lake. Bet you didn’t see that coming. Kill her and loot her remains. Continue north over another bridge and exit the map to…
Forlorn, Forest of Ruin. Explore the area to reveal all the exits; there should be three, Castle Forlorn, Cave Way and Forest Road. Talk to all the ghosts that you encounter called Forlorn Allips. Particularly look up Marthargue on top of the ruined building and Olga who is looking for something. Learn that they all have trouble with their memory. Use the Cave Way exit and talk to the Hermit. Learn that that the Lord of Forlorn did something terrible and caused the land and its people to be cursed. It is always twilight and the people forget things, even how to live. Also there is something powerful about the nearby throne. Sit in the throne and be transported back in time to…
Forlorn, Government House: Talk to Minister Angland. If you stop the conversation and talk to him again, he has forgotten about the first time you spoke. It is worthwhile going through Angland’s entire dialogue to gather as much information (and XP) as possible. He is less affected by the Forlorn memory curse than most citizens. He mentions that Hobolar the pawn broker also seems partially immune. Learn that Forlorn had just received a new Governor, Tristram, that he took with him into Castle Forlorn a counsel including many of the city’s Ministers and dignitaries to form a new government. Also, you cannot get into the castle but you might ask Captain Mothello. Exit to…
Forlorn, the Day City: Pull up the mini-map; see that Forlorn City is huge. The city is surrounded by water and divided into three sections; bridges connect the sectors. You arrive in the north sector; there are ten interior areas in the north sector, three in the middle and seven in the south. Move north, go over the bridge just west of the Well and talk to Captain Mothello about the castle, (notice you must un-equip weapons to converse with him). Learn about the Sally Port and ask about becoming a citizen. Return to Minister Angland in the Government Centre and mention that you spoke to Mothello, learn that you must complete four deeds for the city to gain citizenship. He says that only citizens may use the Sally Port to get into Castle Forlorn. Actually there is another way to use the Sally Port, so if you want to play evilly and shortcut these good deeds see the entry for the Kerr Smugglers in the Fish Warehouse. There are more than four good deed quests in the city; don’t return to Angland until you have completed all the deeds that you intend to – you can only become a citizen once and the XP you get depends upon how many deeds that you’ve done. We will deal with the ‘good deeds’ in turn…
Forlorn’s Well. Go to the City Well and talk to Tomani to activate the quest. Click on the well and climb down to the Well Bottom. Bash the Rock Spur to free the rope. Note there is a secret door at the back of this chamber; we’re not interested in that at the moment. Click on the rope to climb out. Talk to Tomani again and tell him you fixed the well.
Feeding Forlorn. (There is no journal entry for this quest.) Enter the Corn Exchange and talk to Farmer Willnag in the back room. He is from another island and has come to trade food for resources. Move the conversation toward making the arrangement yourself, ask how much would be required to feed the population indefinitely (230,000gp) and say that you’ll look around town. You can hand over responsibility to Minister Angland but you get much less XP for doing it that way. When you talk to Farmer Willnag again you get the option to, ‘Open the trade shop...’ Into this shop deposit any goods that you want to trade for food. You can open the shop and deposit more goods or rearrange them as many times as you like. You can ask Farmer Willnag the value of goods in the trade shop; he also speaks that value each time the shop is closed. To close the deal say, ‘Commit to the trade…’ Once committed you cannot rearrange the deal. You need to collect the raw materials of copper ingots, wood pulp, silver ore, and iron ore then make up the shortfall with unwanted weapons and armour that you’ve collected. The silver ore here is identical to that in the Immol Silver Mine so you could go back there later and turn it into more silver for trading with the Burgomaster. It is a good idea to set the Mirror’s recall position inside the Corn Exchange. There are stashes of goods around the city including; Poor Houses, Lower Warehouses, Fish Warehouse, Barnard’s Hostel (upper and lower level), Justine’s Mercantile, Franke House, Hulme House and the Docker’s House. If you have Lazuli, the sorcerer henchman, with you when you complete the deal an interesting dialogue option appears. After Lazuli’s chat with Willnag wait a few seconds and Queen Elring will ‘mirror’ into the Trade Chamber. After a chat with Elring, Lazuli can return to her people.
Fish for the Ferry Inn. Enter the Ferry Inn and talk to Tara Tompkinson the head cook. You can give her any Bavarian fish that you caught in the Tinker’s Tunnels. Offer to help. Say that you’ll go to the Fishing Dockside to fetch fish and that you’ll look out for her husband, George on the way. The Fishing Dockside is west near to the Fish Warehouse. Note the warning you get from the ruffians guarding the warehouse and that George has been stuffed into a fish barrel, no prize for guessing who did that. Collect the fish from the barrels and return them to Tara. You can mention her husband, or not, but she soon forgets either way. There are more fish in the Fish Warehouse that you can return to her for more XP.
Little Lost Puppy. The little boy, Timon, outside the Lower Warehouses wants you to rescue his puppy, Curly. Enter the Lower Warehouses, clear out the rooms of undead and loot the chests. Curly has become a monster and attacks you, kill him then loot his body and the skeletal remains behind him. Return to the Timon and explain what happened. As with other citizens, he soon forgets.
Lighthouse Fires. Enter the Lighthouse and talk to Colds. He asks you to check the fires on top of the Lighthouse. Go up the stairs to the roof top and click on the low burning fire. Return to Colds and he will give you a firelighter, go back to the rooftop and click on the low flame again to get it going. You can talk to Adela up there to earn a little XP if you have already spoken to her future self, one of the Allips in the Forest of Ruin. Return the firelighter to Colds.
An Unsafe Ship. In the South sector the quest will pop up as you pass a ship, click on the two bollards to re-secure the ship.
Monetary sacrifices in the Water Chapel, South sector. Giving gold or items can be worth up to three sacrifices. Click on the hovering plate and put your donation into its inventory. As soon as you close the inventory the items or gold will disappear so be sure you’re willing to part with it. The item value registered is the full value of the item (what it costs to buy it). Donating 1001gp (or items to the value of) is worth one sacrifice, 10,001gp is worth two sacrifices and 100,001gp is worth three sacrifices. You can keep opening the plate’s inventory to add more donations until the value you want is reached. 10,000gp is not an unreasonable target and the XP reward at the quest’s completion is worth it.
Kerr Smugglers of Forlorn. See entry below. This only counts as a ‘good deed’ if you wipe the smugglers out.
Put out the fire in Hulme House. See entry below.
There are many folk in Forlorn, some of whom have extensive conversations that are valuable for background information and XP but none are essential. The following are some of the more important people and places.
Funeral Parlour: Check out all the bodies in the over crowded morgue. Click on the body furthest from the door and talk to the ghost that appears. This will activate the Franke Star quest. You also get information from this ghost, Olga, regarding what happened in Castle Forlorn during Tristram’s counsel and who the Lord of Forlorn is: Marda’lloy. You can meet Olga again in the Forest of Ruin. After you have recovered the Franke Star you can lay Olga’s spirit to rest.
Forlorn’s Stolen Library Books. Go into the City Library and talk to the Librarian Koreada to activate the quest. One book is in the secret Treasure Room inside the Poor Houses and three others are in one of the crates in the Fish Warehouse. Return them to Koreada.
Treasure Room inside the Poor Houses’. To find the Treasure Room turn east from the exit to the city and enter the first bedroom, search the northern wall of that room.
Kerr Smugglers of Forlorn. Move to the Fish Warehouse, north sector. As previously mentioned the door is guarded by Kerr Smugglers. These foreigners (like you) don’t have trouble with their memory and have been systematically ransacking the city. There is a lot of wealth in their hideout. Talking to the smuggler on the right will start an interesting dialogue. Open the door (bash it or pick lock it) and be ready for them to attack. Loot their bodies. Enter the warehouse and turn into the first room to the South. There are locks and traps to overcome (some too difficult for some henchmen) and treasure to loot. Take the fish from the far eastern rooms; see Fish for the Ferry Inn above for what to do with them. Now enter the central chamber that is full of smugglers. Talk to chief smuggler. There are essentially two choices; kill them all or ask to join (and kill them later). Attack and the quest will be resolved now. Join and you can acquire Governor Tristram’s port key (that they stole) to get you through the Sally Port without the need of becoming a citizen. They will trade the port key for the Franke Star, a jewel that you can obtain in Franke House. If the smugglers are dead loot the crates, if you touch the crates before killing them they will attack.
The Guard Notes in the Guard House are worth reading. Incidentally, the only way to open the cells in the Guard House is to bash the doors.
Justine’s Mercantile and Ava’s quest to Find a Telemark. Justine’s Mercantile is in the south sector of Old Forlorn. The Telemark is in a locked chest in the Hardware (Basement) area. To resolve the quest you must return to Ava. 
Water Chapel, south sector. There is a healing pool, stand in the region of the orange glow and you, and your party, will be healed of injuries and ailments. This works like the healing flames.
Franke House, south sector. If you do not have the key supplied by the Kerr Smugglers then your only way of entry may be to bash the door open, the lock is difficult to pick. Enter the building; you may loot the corpses and debris inside and in the room to the south. Move deeper into the building through the door to the east. Again there are loot-able corpses. Find the secret door in the east wall near to the bones and go through. Kill the guardian elemental and loot the chests. The trap and lock on the vault door is difficult. Collect the Thieves Luck +8 item from the corpse. If you have a little skill this tool may boost it enough to allow you to disarm the trap on the vault door. Your only option might be to bash the door and take the hit from the trap. Move inside. The vault has five doors, locks and traps protect the first two, and the other three additionally have an elemental guard inside. Depending upon your party set-up the Thieves Luck +8 may get you through, else you will have to bash the doors and take the trap hits. In the farthest vault is the Franke Star. On the way out of the house destroy the elemental guards that have been alerted.
Hulme House, south sector. The door is unlocked; enter inside. Move through the east doorway. A group of Kerr Smugglers are in the process of ransacking the house; you will have to fight them. Continue clockwise around the building checking traps and looting as you go. By the time that you get back to the hallway a fire will have started. Put it out using the Acme Fire Extinguisher.
When you have finished exploring Old Forlorn, return to Minister Angland in the Government Centre. If you have acquired Tristram’s pass you don’t need him, but if you have done at least four of the above ‘good deeds’ it is still worth talking to him just for the XP. Talk to him and ask about becoming a citizen. Click on all the dialogue entries for the deeds that you’ve done, at the end (if you’re not so interested in gold) say that, ‘It was an honour to serve,’ and you will get more XP. Keep the Certificate of Citizenship that you’re given. Sit in the throne and you will transport back through time to the Forest of Ruin. Seek Olga the Allip to complete her quest. If, like me, you are now loaded down with unwanted magic items take a side trip to the Bone Marches to convert them into gold. Return to the Forest of Ruin and take the exit to Forlorn Castle…


Chapter Four. To the Lord of Forlorn

From Forlorn, Sally Port move into the area and destroy the undead around the Sally Port. Use the transition in the Sally Port. This takes you to Forlorn Castle, Bailey. Move in and destroy the multiple undead spawns. Sitting in the throne produces a curious response. There is no totally safe place to rest in Forlorn Castle but the Bailey is the safest place so set the mirror’s recall location here. From the Bailey you can access the Dungeons or the Vaults, exit to the Dungeons…
Forlorn Castle, Dungeons: Move south and kill the undead. Approach the cell to find Tyrone imprisoned there. Talk to him, collect the key from the opposite wall and let him out. He will return to Ava on his own. This completes the Gypsy Tyrone quest other than resolving it with Ava. Standing near to any cage that is occupied by skeletal remains will result in a hostile undead spawning. Kill the Phantoms and talk to the Sad Ghosts around the area. The Sad Ghosts can reveal the passwords that you need to access certain areas. Work your way to the northeast area of the map and talk to the ghost of Tristram. Collect the Tort Blade that impales a torture victim in that room. Use the Exit to Vaults…
Forlorn Castle, Vaults. Explore the area, killing the Phantoms and talking to the Sad Ghosts as before. In the east of the area is a blocked door; you may have to bash it open. Loot the skeletal remains inside, the Thieves Luck +15 item may be enough to get you past the traps in the proceeding section. In the central, northern room you will find a secret door near to the skeletal remains. The passage beyond leads back to the Fish Warehouse (via a time throne) and if you made a deal with the Kerr Smugglers this is your opportunity to try to collect. Smugglers have no honour, unfortunately, but you do get the Franke Star back. In the large eastern room are a throne and a stairway. Sit on the throne and speak aloud, Lord of Forlorn. To do this press return to open the chat box, type the words into the chat box and press return again. You will appear on top of the castle in Old Forlorn. The Lord’s Phantoms will attack as you cross the roof. Talk to Marda’lloy (the Lord of Forlorn) after the fight. Learn that Grissella is in the crypts, and the password to enter there. Leave him in peace; you can’t kill him. Rest here, it’s safe. Use the throne to return to the Vaults and descend the stairs. At the bottom of the stair speak aloud the words, Rest my Children. You will be transported to…
Forlorn Castle, The King’s Crypt: Turn west and make your way around the outside of the map in a clockwise direction. If you have moderate disarm trap skill the Thieves Luck +15 will help you to defeat the many traps in your path. Otherwise, depending upon your party set-up, you may have to take the hits from them. In the centre of the Crypts is a large chamber in which is Grissella. Talk to her and kill her. Soon after she dies a Harrow Demon will spawn and it goes dark, kill that too. This demon has a very powerful aura of fear. Loot the bodies, keep Grissella’s mirror – you’ll need it. Also in this room are the crypts of the King’s two children. Touch them and (if you are 100% good) you will be invited to take the contents. Without an invitation the only way to open the crypts may be to bash them open. Explore the rest of the Crypts at your leisure. ‘Mirror’ to the Sally Port and go back to the Forest of Ruin. Exit to the Forest Road, North; travel to the Forest Road, South and cross the road into Barovia. While we are near the hamlet of Immol visit Vanda Halavite in the Farmhouse and reintroduce her to her daughter Ellefrin. When Ellefrin has said farewell to her mother ask who her father was. We’ll meet her father later. Now visit the Boat House to set the mirror’s recall place, and your resting place, there. You may now use Grissella’s mirror to enter Castle Ravenloft – it’s the only way in and it only works from somewhere inside Barovia.


Chapter Five. Castle Ravenloft.

Unlike Forlorn, Castle Ravenloft is a faithful reproduction of the castle in TSR’s masterpiece adventure “Ravenloft” (c.1983). As close as the toolset will allow, the design, structure and layout have been preserved. The Catacombs area is a corrected version of the same level in the Spires of Ravenloft module with additional undead patrols and triggers. Without a custom tile-set the castle in RBtG is as close as you are going to get. It has been deliberately placed near to the end of the module to provide a lift toward the climax. Enjoy.

You’ll start in Castle Ravenloft, the Coven’s Hall. Within Castle Ravenloft monster encounter triggers are randomly switched off and on, so don’t drop your guard or assume that an area is safe just because you’ve already explored it. There are potential encounter triggers everywhere including this area. Leave the cell and search the room ahead. Click on the Satchel to get Listue’s diary page – keep it. If you are thoroughly evil click on the Witch’s Spell Book, if you aren’t evil touching it will hurt. The dead familiar belongs to Kasetta who you will meet later. Take the Stairway Down…
Castle Ravenloft, Spires. As you approach the corner of the corridor a Guardian Portrait will attack. Kill it and take the Stairway Down to…
Castle Ravenloft, Rooms of Weeping: Turn west into the Banquet Hall then south into the Study. Find the secret door in the fireplace, go through, open the gate to the Treasury and loot the three chests inside. In the northeast corner of the Treasury is another secret door to the real treasure. Go through, open the gate to the Hall of Riches and loot the five chests inside. One sword that you find here, the Tsartar’s Cross, is the most powerful weapon in the game and you should find a use for it in your party. Return through the secret doors to the Study and find Strahd waiting for you. Have a (ahem…) nice chat with Strahd, this is much more interesting if Ellefrin, his daughter is with you. He gives you two tasks; kill Kasetta or take her into your party (she’s currently locked in the Dungeon) and kill the two vampires Verronica and Stephan. (The latter we’ve done but there is no option to tell him so at this time.) At the end of the dialogue Strahd turns to gaseous form. On the table is the Tome of Strahd from which you can learn a little of Strahd’s history. Move west into the Grand Bedchamber and have a chat with the ghost Gertruda. Move into the corridor to the south, Helga is in the adjacent Bedchamber and she wants to follow you. She will turn on you at the first opportunity. Loot the wardrobes in the Closet. Explore the rest of the area and take the Tower Stairway, -Up. Continue up the stairs to the Tower Top and loot the corpse there of the Broken Hilt, more of which later. Return to the Rooms of Weeping and this time take the Tower Stairway, -Down to…
Castle Ravenloft, Court of the Count: Follow the corridor west along the top of the map and loot the wardrobes at its end. Find the secret door at the mid point of the map and go through; there is another secret door opposite. Go through the second secret door and turn west into the Audience Hall. From the Audience Hall open the door into the little library and talk to Lief. He will tell you something of the Holy Symbol of Ravenkind and the Broken Hilt that you have. Walk down the central corridor to the eastern end of the area. If you pray before the evil altar you get a bonus and an alignment shift. If you touch the chest the throne corpses will attack.  Exit via the Stairs Down to Chapel…
Castle Ravenloft, Main Floor. Walk across the Chapel and take the Spire Stairway, Upward. Keep going up and up to The Peak. Wait for a lightning strike to hit the tube and collect an Energy Rod from the little Energy Tap. If you’re holding on to the Energy Tap when another lighting strikes, you get hit by it too so don’t keep the inventory open. You need two Energy Rods and once you have them return down the Spire Stairway to the Main Floor. Explore the rest of the area. The figure of Strahd in the Dining Hall is just an illusion. There is a secret door in the southwest corner of the Dining Hall. At the west end of the central corridor is the Main Exit to Courtyard. Two Dragon Statues guard the exit; they seem to move when you’re not looking and will attack if you try to leave the castle, no big surprise there! If you kill the dragons the doors open, the creatures will respawn in a few minutes and you’ll have to kill them again every time you want to use the exit. Return to the Court of the Count and take the Tower Stairway, -Down back to the Main Floor. Ahead of you should be the Heart Flame surrounded by four Rusty Armours. Approach the flame and the Armours will attack. Touch the flame and chill wraps your heart temporarily but you are otherwise unaffected. We will be returning to the Heart Flame later so you might make this room the mirror’s recall place. Take the Tower Stairway, -Down to…
Castle Ravenloft, The Larders of Ill Omen: Head west into the Exercise Room, opposite you is a secret door. Explore the rest of the area. In the Kitchen you may encounter Cyrus the cook. The Zombie Stew is not good; if you fail a constitution check you’ll wake up in the Guest Rooms. There are lots of stairway exits from this area, take the most southern Stairway Down that leads to…
Castle Ravenloft, The Dungeon: In one of the cells to the north you will find Kasetta. Approach her and her dialogue starts. If you want her as a henchman (Sorcerer/Fighter) suggest that possibility and (after a little prevaricating) she will step back while you open the door. You must drop one party member now. If you have Lazuli with you; take her items, chat to her and tell that it is time to return to her people with your blessing. She ‘mirrors’ away and you will never see her again. Open Kasetta’s cell and invite her to join. It is important to do it that way round; if you invite Kasetta to join when you have no free slot in your party she will never trust you again. If you ever tell Kasetta to leave your party she will similarly never trust you again. The other option is to kill her. Explore the rest of the area; watch out for the zombies that rise out of the water. If Kasetta has joined you; make your way back to the Coven’s Hall, where you entered the castle, and approach Kasetta’s familiar. She will restore it and you’ll have an addition to your party. 
Return to the Larders of Ill Omen and take the Stairs Down, opposite and a little to the north, that lead to…
Castle Ravenloft, The Catacombs: If you played Return to Ravenloft you may recognise this place – it was a bonus area in that module. Well, perhaps bonus is the wrong word. This is one of the largest areas in the module, full of crypts, nasty monsters and wandering undead. Resting here always results in a random encounter and may produce a scripted encounter with a Forgotten Bride or, if you can use the scroll of exorcism (from Barovia, Church) give that a read. One safe place is Sergie’s Crypt; the undead don’t generally go in there. You cannot enter the crypt of Barov and Raven unless you are lawful good. Strahd’s crypt is only accessible via a teleport window that is in the crypt of St. Finderway. You can’t use your mirror’s teleport to get out of here. There are many log jam points where your AI party members can get stuck, if this happens move at least ten meters from them, use your mirror to ‘find your distant henchmen’ and ‘bring X to me.’ Near to the northeast corner of the area is the crypt door of Spectre Ab-Centeer that leads to a passage. A little way along the corridor is a hidden trap door that will drop you into the Dungeon so stay on the east side of the passage. At the end of the corridor is a room with four doors and two golems. After entering the room the doors shut and lock. You have five minutes to get out before the golems animate and attack. In the hand of each golem is a gem. Placing one of the gems into the brazier in the centre of the room will open one of the doors. Put them all in and they all open. Exit via the most southern Stairs Upward (the red gem opens this exit) back to the Larders. Loot the weapons racks at the end of the corridor and return to the room with the golems. Exit via the most northern Stairs Upward (the yellow gem opens this exit) back to the Larders, at the end of the short corridor is the secret door leading into the Exercise Room. Don’t bother trying to collect the coloured gems, as they will disappear after a few minutes.
There are only a couple of rooms we haven’t explored and so for completion we’ll cover those now. Leave the Exercise Room, go past the Kitchen and take the next Stairs Upward to the north. This takes you to the Main Floor near to the Servant’s Entrance. The exit is locked and will not open. Take the Stairs Upward to the servant’s quarters. Near to the stairs is a secret door leading to the Tower Stairway. You should now be able to find your way around the maze of corridors, stairways, secret doors and traps that is Castle Ravenloft.
Make your way to the Study in the Rooms of Weeping. As you cross the floor Strahd will appear since you have completed both his tasks. Give him Stephan’s and Verronica’s ashes. He now asks you to recover the Black Opal; you have it already but don’t tell him so. He tells you how to get to the opal (through the Shadow Mirror) and will give you an Elemental Polymorph scroll to get you past the mirror. Keep the scroll. The dialogue continues if you have Ellefrin, his daughter, with you. If Kasetta has joined you; re-enter the Treasury, behind the secret panel in the fireplace and recover her equipment from inside.

Chapter Six. Chasing the Competition.

‘Mirror’ to Immol Valley. You may get a visit by a Messenger elemental sent by Infal to warn you of some strange creatures hunting you. You may have already had the warning or if not now, you will soon. Exit to the Forest Road. If you’ve had the warning, there will be an awkward encounter with Automatons just north of Infal’s Tower. After the combat ‘Mirror’ to the Summit of Infal’s Tower. Use a resurrection scroll on Allard Wraith and talk to Infal, he can tell you a little more of the Automatons. Take the portal to the Dealer Room and talk to Be’fer. Mention the electrical device on top of Castle Ravenloft and give him the two energy rods. Be’fer makes for you a Portable Anvil – very useful for enchanting and customising your own equipment. When you want to use it return to this area and stand in the red circle; it temporarily increases your crafting skills and will make enchantments on weapons and armour cheaper to perform. We can do one thing else with the anvil that requires no cost. Use the anvil item in your inventory to make it appear. Put the sword hilt (from Castle Ravenloft) into it and close the inventory. Voila: Sergie’s Sword. Click on the anvil again to pick it up.
‘Mirror’ to the Bone Marches. You may have some gold converting to do. Exit to Salina’s Hut then to the Haggard Marsh and head north. We are now on the Haggard Beetle quest. An encounter with Haggard Beetles will occur near the top of the map and usually at least one of them will drop a heart. If no heart is dropped exit the area and come back. Only one heart is needed, dispose of any excess. We now must return to Ava to resolve all the quests that we’ve done for her.
‘Mirror’ to the Forest Road, exit to Barovia then ‘mirror’ to the gypsy camp at Tsar Falls. Enter Ava’s Hut and talk to her. Give her the heart of a Haggard Beetle and ask her to perform a reading to find your Competitors. Mention you rescued Tyrone and ask her to perform a reading to find Silktong. Say you found a Telemark to complete the quest but you don’t have to give it to her. You can also mention the Black Opal, The Symbol of Ravenkind and Sergie’s Sword. She will offer to relieve you of these items, but I recommend keeping them. If you followed her advice regarding your Competitors we must now go back to Eva, her sister in Immol Valley.
‘Mirror’ to Immol Valley and take the long road around to the Gypsy Camp where you can talk to Eva. Ask Eva about astral travel and offer her Listue’s diary page when she says she needs something personal of the person that created the astral pocket. She enchants the page and you may now use it, from anywhere, to access Listue’s astral hideaway. Listue is a tough opponent so you may want to take a while to check that your party is in good shape and that your weapons have good enchantments upon them. E.g. are making good use of the Tsartar’s Cross sword? Can you afford any more enchantments from the Enchanting Anvil?
Upon reaching this point in the scenario you are due a visit from Silktong (you won’t if you killed or haven’t resurrected Metanine). She will meet you on neutral ground in the summit of Infal’s Tower. Starting a fight in Infal’s Tower, as previously described, is not advised. Listen to her scheme, exchange insults but don’t attack. The Allard’s Heart quest is started and this is covered below.
Use the unique ability of the diary page when you are ready. This takes you to…
Astral Pocket: Move ahead along the bridge and confront Listue. Kill her and her Automaton guards. The Automatons will each respawn twice. You now have sole access to the Astral Pocket, which is an excellent place to rest. No threat of random encounters here. Leave the plane by using the mechanism on top of the dais. Note that you always return to the place in Ravenloft that you left from. Return to Ravenloft and ‘mirror’ to Infal’s Tower…
Once back in Infal’s Tower if you haven’t encountered Silktong before you will now. Tell Metanine about the device in Castle Ravenloft that can make Allard immortal. She casts a ‘message spell’ on you. Talk to Infal, he tells you that by killing Listue you have broken the spell that is sealing Dal Gora’Ki inside the Dark Well. The Demon ought to be dealt with soon. Talk to Infal again, enquire if he has any missions and ask about the ‘Lost Elemental.’ His other missions can wait.
Dealing with Dal Gora’Ki: There are two ways of dealing with the demon. Kill him or get him on your side. If you want to kill him, just make your way to the Fire Pits in the Dark Well and he’ll be waiting for you. To get the demon on your side you have to return to Strahd with the Black Opal. The latter is more involved so we’ll cover it that way. Make your way to the Study in Castle Ravenloft where you encountered him before. When he talks to you give him the opal and he will reveal Silktong’s plan. Ask how to get an alliance with Dal Gora’Ki and he will give you a token. Alternatively say that you don’t want a demon’s help and take the option. ‘Surely there is something..’ and he will offer to set all of you items (those in your character slots) to ‘crafted’ status. ‘Crafted’ items may have extra enchantments placed upon them via the crafting anvil. This latter option is the only one available if you have already killed the demon.
Allard’s Heart: While we are in Castle Ravenloft let’s deal with this quest. If you left the mirror’s recall place on the Main Floor you can ‘mirror’ to the Heart Flame. Otherwise you will have to walk down the Tower Stairway. Touch the Heart Flame; send a message to Metanine and wait for her and Allard to arrive. Talk to Metanine to express your opinion. Allard becomes immortal (cold and weak too) and they get away in the nick of time leaving you to face the Executors. Learn that Silktong informed the vampires of the ‘felon’s’ presence and kill them. There is an option in there to kill Metanine yourself if you want to since she is now away from the sanctuary of Infal’s Tower. We can now deal with Dal Gora’Ki.
Dal Gora’Ki: Make your way to the Fire Pits in the Dark Well. As you move forward, the demon will ‘mirror’ to you. Talk to him and show him Strahd’s token. He promises to meet you in Stone Leigh when you go there to face Silktong. Note that there is no way to get him to fulfil his empty promise of crafting some uber item for you.
Lost Elemental: While we are in the Dark Well, let’s rescue this poor soul. Exit to the Chasms. Make your way around the area to the Camp map note where you will find the elemental. Talk to him, enquire how he arrived here, acquire a magic helmet and send him to Infal’s Tower. If you have the barbarian henchman, Marred, with you there is an option to send him back to his homeland here. Return to Infal to resolve the quest. While we are in the tower, ask Metanine how she is getting on with the, now immortal; Allard.
Infal’s other mission, ‘On the trail of Silver Knights’. Once you pick up this quest you must start it immediately and you only get one shot at it. Ask Infal about this mission and go through the portal that he forms to Scarlet Island. You arrive on a ship - note that the portal back is useless. Head west and kill the undead around the Hut. Move around to the north side of the Hut and use the sewer transition to…
Scarlet Island, Sewer: Help Elvith to kill the undead on the bridge and then talk to him. Say that you’ll accept his group into your party and then follow Elvith up the stairs and through the doorway. Speak to Elvith again and his group will join yours. Notice that you have no access to their inventories and in order to speak to them you have to use the radial control. This simulates the idea that they are their own men and are only joining you for this one mission. You may either go back outside and enter the Tower from the southwest (into the Entrance Hall – do it this way if your party has good trap removal ability) or continue through the sewer. To continue through the sewer go back to the bridge, click on the ladder and choose the climb down option. Move along the corridor, kill the undead and use the ladder to climb up to the pump room in…
Scarlet Island, The Tower: Kill the mutants in the pump room. Open the gate and go up the steps. As you move into the room beyond the water level rises behind you making it impossible to return to the pump room. To the west is the Entrance Hall that is full of traps. If you do go through the Entrance Hall and outside, you’ll see that the island is sinking into the sea. If you go into the water you will drown. Avoid the traps, have a look in the little treasure room by the stairs (you’ll need to pick the lock to get in) then head upstairs to…
Scarlet Island, The Tower’s Upper Hall: The Hall is full of Unstable Figurines. They keep changing shape and changing from statue to creature form. You have limited time, while they are in creature form, talk to as many figurines as possible and try to communicate with them. If you have high Intelligence and Charisma, you may be able to persuade them to fight for you. There is a pause in the game, then the Figurines attack. At the far end of the Hall are Scarlet and his henchman Thistle. It’s big melee time. As the fight progresses the water level rises, partially flooding the hall. After you’re victorious, loot Thistle and Scarlet’s corpses. Picking up Scarlet’s key is the trigger for the water to start rising again. Stay too long and you will drown. Silktong chooses this moment to pay you a visit. She gloats and leaves. Exit to the…
Scarlet Island, Tower Top: Loot the chests and then cross to the other side of the tower. The water is still rising. Wait for the visual effect and for Infal’s portal to appear. Use the portal back to Infal’s Tower, Summit. Talk to Infal to resolve the quest: On the trail of Silver Knights.
Now that we are back in Infal’s tower you may notice that Allard is missing. Enquire with Metanine why this is so then ask Infal if he has any other missions. Ask about the wandering spirit and learn that it is Allard. He is in the Shadow Realm. Ask Infal how to get there and learn that one of the dealers may have something to get you through the mirror. Be’fer can sell you scrolls of Elemental Polymorph. Go into Barovia and use Grissella’s Returnal Mirror to go to the Balinoks. Enter the Shadow Wolf Den and make your way to the Shadow Mirror. Use an Elemental Polymorph scroll or a potion of Dark Wolf Form and go through the mirror. Allard is straight ahead. Talk to him then return to Metanine. She’s evaluating her emotions and will seek out Allard after the Competition is over. All of which leads us to the resolution of the module…
Use the Bone March Gate to get back to Stone Leigh. Exit to the Leigh; here is where the final battle will be. Walk forward, Silktong approaches and she brags about the witches she has resurrected. They briefly appear in turn. If Kasetta is with you they have a verbal exchange. At the end of the conversation Silktong ‘mirrors’ away and Dal Gora’Ki appears (if you didn’t kill him). The demon is automatically added to your party. You may want to get any spell casters to buff the party. Continue into the Leigh. You will have to destroy at least five high level sorcerers plus assorted undead. Once done and Silktong is dead return to the Gate. Approach it and a dialogue option will pop up; will you be Lord or saviour? Talk to the demon (if he survived) and he will ‘mirror’ away.
Back to where it all started. ‘Mirror’ to Stone Leigh Village and talk to Fogarty. If you’re Lord she’s not best pleased… If you’re saviour she invites you to become Governor, it’s only polite to accept. Other people about town will react according to their nature depending upon your status. Enter the Government Building and talk to Latonei. He invites you to sit. Once you take a seat in one of the thrones the game ends. Well done.

Tactical Choices I made for this walk-through
I played a Chaotic Good Ranger for the purposes of this walk through. By using the gold conversion routine available in the Bone March area I was able to accumulate around two million gold pieces over the course of the adventure however this did cause me to temporarily drop toward evil. Plenty of cash was available to fund item enchantments for my party and me. Using the regular trade method of selling items to merchants would return around a quarter of this and you would have to be must more careful about what you chose to enchant. Fear is a powerful weapon of many Ravenloft creatures so immunity to that was one of the first enchantments that I added to a necklace. I upgraded armour and weapons as funds allowed. I converted the Tsartar’s Cross and Sergie’s Sword into scimitars using Be’fer’s Transformation Tube. I added just about every enchantment possible to them and dual wielded them. I bought Gloves of Balanced Hands to get Ambidexterity and Two-Weapon Fighting. With weapon specialisation and improved critical (scimitar), plus a Ranger’s natural ability to dual wield, I was often inflicting more than 100 points of damage per hit. In order to deal with the sorcerers at the end of the module you have to put them down quickly and for that you need to create for yourself, or the best fighter in the party, one or more uber weapons. I also used Be’fer’s Transformation Tube to change the Ship Plate armour that I got from Scarlet into a type with a higher AC. 
The Enchanting Anvil
The anvil in the Fire Pits and the one that you can make for yourself both work in the same way. The only difference is the dialogue that pops up when using your own anvil. On the face of it using a crafting anvil appears complicated, but once you begin to experiment it makes sense. Reading the associated books and scrolls tells you everything you need to know to operate an anvil but there is nothing like a few examples to help your understanding. Here we will enchant a weapon to improve its enhancement bonus. The difference between attack bonus and enhancement bonus is this; attack bonus only adds to your chance to hit an opponent, enhancement also adds to the damage. Looking in the Enchanting Anvil Formulae book 1, Melee Weapons tells us this,
Enhancement bonus
Potion of Bless
+1:21, +1-2:24, +2-3:29, +3-4:36, +4-5:45
The first line is the enchantment that we are looking for. The second line is the “catalyst” for the formula to work. The third line tells us about the cost. Since there are four ways of paying for enchantments, the cost here is a baseline or representative cost. We open the anvil’s inventory, put our chosen weapon in, plus a potion of bless. For example, we put in a sword that already has +2 enhancement. The baseline cost to improve the sword from +2 to +3 is 29. Now, we have to decide how we are going to pay for it. The sensible option is gold or, if we have it, Vechether. Looking at the Gold Promissory Note tells us that the cost in gold is the baseline cost multiplied by 250. So in this example the cost will be 29 x 250 = 7250 gold. Put the gold promissory note into the anvil’s inventory with the sword and the potion. Close the inventory and with an impressive visual display the enchantment is added. Neither the potion nor the Promissory Note is destroyed in the enchantment. If you open and close the anvil the enhancement will be improved by another step to +4, and the cost will be 36 x 250. You can go on until the maximum enhancement is reached (nominally +5) or until your gold runs out. If you are at least 14th level you can increase your weapon’s enhancement to +6. If you craft the weapon yourself; you may increase its enhancement to +7. This also works for Sergie’s Sword or any ‘crafted’ item.
The regular number of enchantments that you can put on an item is four. Crafted items can hold an extra enchantment. Because of the way the anvil works some, apparently multiple, enchantments will only be seen as one. This happens where the enchantment is of the same basic type.
You can ignore any references to Dal Gora’Ki when you are using your own crafting anvil, just use the same Promissory Notes.
As mentioned in the walk-through notes it is wise to do any enchanting in the Dealer Room of Infal’s Tower. Having crafting skill in weapons will reduce the cost of enchanting weapons and similarly crafting skill in armour will reduce the cost of enchanting armour. The red circle in the middle of the room will temporarily enhance any crafting skills that you already possess. Just walk into it.
See the non-spoiler notes for more examples.



